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Chapter 871: Coercion 

Yan Jun trio huddled together and cried bitterly for a while before finally recovering. 

He led his wife and daughter in front of Ye Yuan and prostrated on the ground. 

“Master Ye saved my family. Yan Jun has nothing to repay you with, so I’ll give these meager family 

wealth to master. Hope that Master don’t scorn it.” 

Yan Jun offered up a storage ring with cupped hands, stirring the audience into a commotion. 

No need to think, inside this storage ring definitely had quite a number of earth essence crystals. This 

made each and every one of them extremely envious. 

It was just that no matter how great their gall was, nobody dared to provoke this new city lord either. 

Who knew that Ye Yuan actually pushed the storage ring back and said coolly, “No need to be 

courteous, Owner Yan. In the future, leave this troublesome place and bring your wife and child to live 

your lives well!” 

Yan Jun showed a look of dilemma. Suddenly, he pushed Yan Ling in front of Ye Yuan and said, “This Yan 

knows that this action is very presumptuous, but I don’t want Ling-er to live like good-for-nothings like 

us in the future! Master Ye, I beg you to take Ling-er in as a disciple. We, husband and wife, will be 

endlessly grateful!” 

Regarding Yan Jun’s actions, Ye Yuan was rather surprised. He could feel Yan Jun’s fond love toward his 

daughter. He did not think that they would actually be willing to part by giving Ling-er to him to be an 

apprentice. 

Ye Yuan said, “This matter isn’t up to us. It still has to depend on Ling-er’s wishes herself. Ling-er, do you 

want to learn alchemy skills from Big Brother Ye Yuan?” 

Ling-er nodded without the slightest hesitation and said, “Of course I want! Ling-er wants to become the 

greatest alchemist! But ... Ling-er can’t bear to part with Father and Mother.” 

Ling-er was very clever. She knew that by acknowledging Ye Yuan as her master, she would likely have to 

part with her own father and mother. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “That’s easy to handle. I’ll write a letter for you all. You go to the White Valiant 

Region’s Crimson Afterglow Holy Land, say that you were arranged to come by me. They will naturally 

take you guys in.” 

Yan Jun was overjoyed when he heard that and hurriedly gave thanks to Ye Yuan. 

Settling Yan Jun’s family down, Ye Yuan suddenly said coolly to the crowd, “Tan Si, do you want to keep 

on watching like this?” 

The moment these words came out, Yan Jun, Liu Yusheng, and the rest were all startled. 
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They did not think that Tan Si was actually hiding in the crowd. 

Indeed, a scarface flashed out from within the crowd. It was precisely Tan Si. 

“That expert lying undercover in the trade caravans was indeed you!” Tan Si looked at Ye Yuan and said 

with a gloomy face. 

The moment these words were uttered, Liu Yusheng’s face changed. 

If he still did not know that it was Ye Yuan who secretly made a move until now, then he would be too 

stupid. 

But the problem was, how did Ye Yuan make a move? One had to know that the one controlling the 

Spirit Profound Unity Formation was him. When did Ye Yuan take action? He actually did not find out at 

all! 

Hearing that, Ye Yuan just smiled. 

The current Tan Si was very wary of Ye Yuan and said again, “I’m only here to observe the battle and 

don’t have any ill-intent!” 

But Tan Si’s appearance caused a commotion. 

“He ... He’s Earth Carnage Proclamation rank 458, Tan Si! My God, why would Tan Si appear in Cloud 

Transient City?” 

“Heard that it was this Tan Si’s first time entering the Earth Carnage Proclamation, charging straight to 

the 458th place. He’s a legendary-like existence!” 

“But ... But he actually submitted to City Lord Ye!” 

Tan Si’s ranking was even several positions higher than Xie Ying’s, indicating that his strength was even 

stronger than Xie Ying’s. 

But this kind of existence actually submitted to Ye Yuan. This made everyone’s jaws dropped. 

Ye Yuan looked at Tan Si with a smile that was not a smile and said, “Don’t you feel that this sort of 

explanation is very feeble? If I didn’t call you out, would you tail behind Owner Yan and leave Cloud 

Transient City, and then kill them halfway?” 

Yan Jun’s expression could not help changing when he heard that. This Tan Si actually still refused to 

give up! 

If not for Ye Yuan pointing Tan Si’s whereabouts, there really was a possibility that he might lay his 

hands on him. 

Tan Si’s expression changed, and he shook his head and said, “I have no such intentions.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Good that you don’t have such intentions! Just nice, I’m going to the Slaughter 

Steppes, and I’m lacking a person to accompany me. I’ll have to trouble you to take a trip with me!” 

This time, Tan Si really lost composure. He said in astonishment, “You ... You want to go to the Slaughter 

Steppes! I ... I’m not going!” 



Ye Yuan said coolly, “Whether you go or not isn’t up to you.” 

Tan Si’s expression was livid with rage as he said, “Do you really think that I’m scared of you?” 

Ye Yuan said very coolly, “The so-called Earth Carnage Proclamation experts are nothing in my eyes! 

Killing one is killing, killing two is also the same!” 

Arrogant! 

Wildly arrogant! 

In the Chaotic Devil Sea, to dare look down on Earth Carnage Proclamation experts, Ye Yuan was still the 

first one! 

To Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artists, Earth Carnage Proclamation experts were invincible 

existences. But Ye Yuan said that they were nothing! 

“You! I assure you, I absolutely won’t kill them! Is this still not enough?” 

Tan Si shrunk back once more. He actually did not have the courage to have a battle with Ye Yuan. 

Tan Si’s performance subverted everyone’s understanding of Earth Carnage Proclamation experts. 

To Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artists, Earth Carnage Proclamation experts were invincible 

existences. But facing Ye Yuan, Tan Si, this Earth Carnage Proclamation who was ranked 458 actually did 

not even dare to make a move! 

“You only have two options. Go together with me or be killed by me!” Ye Yuan did not care about Tan 

Si’s words the least bit and said indifferently. 

This was a stark-naked threat or should one say an undisguised kidnapping. 

To dare talk this way to an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert, Ye Yuan was probably a special one. 

Tan Si’s hand holding the saber was trembling. He desperately wanted to draw his saber, but at the 

thought of Ye Yuan’s punch earlier, he could not muster up the courage no matter what. 

Xie Ying did not see clearly that punch of Ye Yuan’s. He likewise did not see clearly. 

Tan Si could sense that under that punch, he absolutely did not have the possibility of surviving! 

He truly did not think that a Second Level Heaven Enlightenment martial artist would actually have such 

formidable strength. 

“I ... I’ll go!” Tan Si struggled for a long time and finally still yielded. 

The gazes all of the martial artists looked toward Ye Yuan with were filled with awe and veneration. 

This man actually coerced an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert to enter the Slaughter Steppes. 

Too subverting! 

Ye Yuan slowly came before Liu Yusheng and said to him, “Escort Yan Jun’s family safe and sound to Luo 

Ding City. If accidents occur, your Green Sea Mercenary Group don’t have any need to exist anymore.” 



Although Liu Yusheng’s strength was not bad, his personality was too spineless. Previously, when Xie 

Ying was taunting, if he stepped forward, Ye Yuan would still think a little better of him. 

But now, he did not have the need to be courteous anymore. 

Arranging everything, Ye Yuan brought Tan Si to the transmission array leading to the Slaughter Steppes. 

This array formation could only be activated using the Absolute Kill Token. 

A light flashed, and the two people vanished from sight. 

When they appeared again, they already arrived at a wasteland. 

Far away was a magnificent great city. Even separated by several thousand miles, Ye Yuan could still see 

it clearly. 

That great city was the legendary Asura City! 

“If my conjectures are right, you should have come out from Asura City, right?” Ye Yuan asked Tan Si. 

“It’s clearly your first time entering the Chaotic Devil Sea. Why do you know this place like the palm of 

your hands?” Tan Si gave an answer that evaded the question. 

Ye Yuan did not have any hint of killing aura on him; out of tune and different than Chaotic Devil Sea 

martial artists. One look and it was clear that it was his first time entering the Chaotic Devil Sea. 

But what made Tan Si surprised was that Ye Yuan did not seem to be unfamiliar with this place at all. 
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Chapter 872: Asura Arena 

Ye Yuan took a look at Tan Si’s glabella and discovered that five blood-red stars appeared between his 

eyebrows. 

“Five-star soul general. Not bad.” Ye Yuan still gave an irrelevant answer. 

This was indeed Ye Yuan’s first time coming to the Slaughter Steppes. But he was formerly an apex 

existence in the Divine Realm. He was very clear about the rules here. 

It was just that these things, Ye Yuan naturally would not tell Tan Si. 

Tan Si suddenly discovered that he was actually somewhat at a loss on what to do when he was in front 

of Ye Yuan. 

Tan Si had always been an incomparably vicious and fierce person. He spent these few years in the midst 

of life and death battles before he had his present strength. 

No matter how powerful the enemy was, he could always think of ways to kill the opponent. 

But facing Ye Yuan, he actually gave rise to an inexplicable sense of powerlessness. 

All of a sudden, Tan Si’s expression changed, his gaze when looking at Ye Yuan was as if he had seen a 

ghost. 
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“You ... You just entered the Slaughter Steppes, and you’re actually already a three-star soul general!” 

On Ye Yuan’s glabella, three stars gradually condensed out in an equilateral triangular arrangement. It 

was precisely the hallmark of a three-star soul general Tan Si was talking about. 

For martial artists who entered the Slaughter Steppes, the Absolute Kill Token would condense the 

Slaughter Concept within their bodies on their glabella, manifesting the concept distinctly. 

According to the degree of comprehension of the concept, they were divided from one star to nine 

stars. A three-star soul general was already not far from supreme true intent. 

Previously, Tan Si did not feel a shred of Slaughter Intent on Ye Yuan’s body. But after entering the 

Slaughter Steppes, Ye Yuan actually reached the level of three-star soul general all at once. How could 

this not shock him? 

One had to know that when Tan Si entered the Slaughter Steppes for the first time, he had already killed 

God knows how many people. But it was merely only the level of one star. 

This completely harmless young man in front of him actually already walked so far along the path of 

slaughter. How was this possible? 

Little did he imagine, when Ye Yuan was in the Lower Realms, the martial artists he had personally 

massacred before was an astronomical figure. 

Talking in terms of killing people, Tan Si was not even fit to carry shoes for Ye Yuan! 

It was just that Ye Yuan’s mind was firm. Slaughter True Intent’s violence was completely unable to have 

an influence on his heart, that was all. 

On the path of slaughter, Ye Yuan had already comprehended the true intent long ago unknowingly. It 

was just that presently, the help that particular true intent had on Ye Yuan was already very little. 

“Just three stars, is there a need to make such a fuss? This Slaughter Steppes, three-star soul generals 

can be easily found,” Ye Yuan said unconcernedly. 

Tan Si was speechless and only asked after a while, “You didn’t come to this Slaughter Steppes for the 

sake of going to Asura City, right?” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “What did I come to the Slaughter Steppes for if I’m not going to Asura City? 

You’re at any rate an expert on the Earth Carnage Proclamation. You’re actually afraid of going into 

Asura City?” 

Tan Si’s expression fell slightly, and he said, “It’s no use even if you taunt me. I won’t enter Asura City 

with you! Once you enter Asura City, you must start the Slaughter Mode. Either you kill people or be 

killed! The personnel changes on the Heaven Carnage Proclamation and Earth Carnage Proclamation is 

tremendous because the Asura City is too cruel! I’m not those fools who crack themselves up to be 

geniuses. I won’t go and seek my doom!” 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said, “Doesn’t matter. If you don’t go, I’ll kill you right now.” 

Ye Yuan said it with incomparable ease as if he was talking about an insignificant matter. 



Tan Si said with a somber face, “I’ve already exercised forbearance in every way towards you. Don’t 

push people too far!” 

Boom! 

A powerful wind howled past Tan Si’s ears, smashing out a large crater behind him. 

Tan Si’s pupils constricted, his entire person frozen there. He was actually unable to move! 

He desperately wanted to make himself move, but his body would not listen. 

That punch earlier came very suddenly. But he knew that even if he had made ample preparations, it 

was impossible to block this punch too! 

Ye Yuan slowly withdrew his own fist and said with a sigh, “Accidentally hit crooked. Uh ... Why don’t I 

punch again?” 

Plop! 

Tan Si suddenly knelt down, his four limbs supporting his body on the ground, panting heavily for air. 

“I ... I’ll go!” Tan Si said panting for air. 

“Oh, then ... let’s go.” 

Ye Yuan opened up his footsteps and walked towards that enormous city. 

... 

Only when he arrived in front of this enormous city did Ye Yuan feel the magnificence of this city. 

“Around 30 thousand years ago, Asura City rose from ground up. Ever since then, the Chaotic Devil Sea 

was born. Starting from then, who knows how many genius martial artists collapsed in this city, for the 

sake of taking a shot at that nine-star soul general.” Ye Yuan sighed emotionally. 

The Chaotic Devil Sea was a place without rules, especially Asura City. 

The allure of nine-star soul general to martial artists was lethal. 

Cultivating to the level of nine-star soul general signified the martial artist’s Slaughter Supreme True 

Intent would also reach the great circle of perfection. 

With a great circle of perfection supreme true intent, cultivating to the Divine King Realm could be easily 

accomplished. Moreover, the combat strength of the Slaughter Concept was on par with the Scorching 

Concept. 

As long as one could cultivate to nine-star soul general, it would mean that one could step into the ranks 

of the Divine Realm’s pinnacle Divine Kings with one fell swoop. 

This sort of temptation was too great! 

Therefore, martial artists who came to Asura City were not just those martial artists being hunted down 

by various major forces, there were even more who were genius martial artists that came from all over 

the Divine Realm. 



Because cultivating to the level of nine-star soul general had a shortcut. That was to kill the opponent 

inside the Asura City’s Asura Arena. One could absorb a part of the other party’s Slaughter Concept and 

convert into their own concept. 

This sort of conversion would become increasingly more along with the increase in numbers and quality 

of the opponents the martial artist killed. 

As long as one accumulated to the level of nine-star soul general, the martial artist would comprehend 

the supreme true intent to the great circle of perfection naturally. This was the miraculous aspect of the 

Absolute Kill Token! 

Of course, it was way too difficult to kill opponents at a corresponding level. 

The vast majority of martial artists would all be buried in the sand with broken halberds in the end, 

dying in the Asura Arena. 

Tan Si knew that Ye Yuan wanted to enter the Asura Arena. So he refused to come to Asura City no 

matter what. It was just that now, he had no choice at all. 

Not coming to Asura City, he would be killed by Ye Yuan at that time. 

Following Ye Yuan into the city, Tan Si’s face was grim as hell. 

Ye Yuan patted his shoulder with a smile and said, “Relax a bit. Maybe, when you achieve nine-star soul 

general in the future, you’ll even have to thank me!” 

“Humph! For 30 thousand years, there are countless geniuses who came to the Asura Arena. But how 

many people were able to cultivate to nine-star soul general? Ye Yuan, if I die, I won’t let you off even if I 

become a ghost!” Tan Si said in a fierce voice. 

Ye Yuan said without a care in the world, “You couldn’t even beat me as a human. Could it be that you 

can still overturn the skies as a ghost? Calm down. With that kind of mentality, you might die in the first 

round. You killed so many people, could it be that you still don’t have any awareness of getting killed? 

Without this sort of awareness, your accomplishments in this lifetime would just be like this too.” 

Tan Si was alarmed inwardly. Ye Yuan’s words seemed to have the intention of giving pointers inside. 

Honestly speaking, the more people killed, the more afraid of death actually. 

Tan Si was also a rare talent in practicing martial arts. He had not entered Asura City before, but he 

forcefully cultivated to the level of five-star soul general in the Slaughter Steppes. 

But the strength of Slaughter Steppes martial artists were limited. His accomplishments could only 

advance to this sort of extent too. 

Because he did not dare to enter the Asura Arena, so he returned to the Chaotic Devil Sea. 

“Straightened it out? If you thought it through, then enter the city!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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After 30 thousand years of development, Asura City was extremely prosperous. 

Streams of people bustled about on the streets, crowded with horses and carriages, seemingly not much 

different from cities outside. 

But in the distance, there were currently several people chasing and slashing at each other. That was 

clearly not some game. 

This place was the Chaotic Devil Sea. Killing could be seen everywhere. 

But killing on the streets did not have much help to one’s own Slaughter Concept. 

Want to obtain the other party’s Slaughter Concept, one must enter the Asura Arena. 

Ye Yuan did not wish to cause trouble and headed straight to the center of the city. That was where the 

Asura Arena was at. 

Walking to the central area, there was only a structure there. It was an Asura Arena with a majestic and 

imposing manner. Entering this region, Ye Yuan felt his own glabella heating up and was seized with a 

sudden impulse to want to kill people. 

“Indeed, well-deserving of being a land of killing. The air is pervaded with the scent of slaughter!” Ye 

Yuan praised. 

Paying the entrance fee, Ye Yuan brought Tan Si into the Asura Arena. 

The moment he entered the Asura Arena, Ye Yuan felt like his divine soul was being surveyed by some 

kind of existence. He knew that this was the Absolute Kill Token he refined playing tricks. 

“Entering the Asura Arena, the Absolute Kill Token will automatically activate Slaughter Mode. The 

fighting arena will arrange fights for you every day. The first level fighting arena, you can only avoid at 

most three times. If you still don’t accept the challenge the fourth time, you’ll be directly blotted out!” 

Tan Si warned him. 

Under such rules, nobody dared to have any hint of slacking off. Each person was desperately improving 

themselves, then exerting the utmost effort to kill the opponent. 

Ye Yuan shot him an indifferent glance and said, “With your strength, you would be able to make it 

through the first level, right?” 

Tan Si gave a cold snort but did not say much. 

“Go to the fighting arena first to take a look.” 

Ye Yuan walked over towards the fighting arena in an ostentatious manner. Tan Si followed behind like a 

bullied little wifey. 

“Kill, kill kill! Wang Dong, kill that rookie!” 

The moment they entered the fighting arena, the martial artists inside were all roaring like they were 

injected with stimulants, shouting at a martial artist on the stage to kill his opponent. 



The strength of that martial artist called Wang Dong was very formidable. His opponent was not on the 

same level as him at all. He was just toying with the opponent. 

Bang! Wang Dong raised his hand and punched, directly blasting his opponent into dregs. 

Seeing this bloody scene, the audience below the stage were incomparably excited, shouting Wang 

Dong’s name loudly. 

“Wang Dong! Wang Dong!” 

“Wang Dong, I love you to death! Come to my room tonight!” 

Wang Dong himself was also incomparably pleased with himself, waving his hand in the direction below 

the stage non-stop to send his greetings. 

This place was a paradise for the strong. As long as you had strength, you could obtain everything you 

want. Essence crystals, women, all that you desire! 

“Yo, a fresh rookie? Only Second Level Heaven Enlightenment strength. Tsk tsk,wonder how many days 

he can last!” 

“Haha! I bet that he’ll be finished off in the first fight four days later! What do you think?” 

“That will have to depend on luck. If he also runs into a rookie, he might be able to live for a few days 

more.” 

Ye Yuan this new face drew other people’s attention very quickly. But clearly, nobody was optimistic 

about him. 

There were newcomers here every day. But those truly able to keep a foothold were less than 10%. The 

vast majority of the people could not survive past the first three showdowns, which was also around a 

month’s time. 

A Second Level Heaven Enlightenment like Ye Yuan virtually did not have the possibility of surviving past 

the first match. 

“Too weak! Is there still anyone stronger coming up to let the exalted me enjoy myself to my heart’s 

content?” 

Wang Dong did not leave the fighting arena immediately but started taunting others to come up the 

stage. But regarding him provoking so haughtily, there was actually no one who dared to respond. 

Clearly, his strength was part of the very formidable existences in the first level. 

Ye Yuan looked over and discovered that Wang Dong was similarly a three-star soul general. And on his 

forehead, the fourth star was faintly discernible. Clearly, he was already not far from four-star 

condensation. 

Three stars to four stars was a threshold. When the fourth star appeared on the forehead, the martial 

artist would be able to comprehend the first-stage Slaughter Supreme True Intent. 

Which was also to say that Wang Dong’s concept comprehensions were going to breakthrough to 

supreme true intent level very soon. 



Suddenly, Ye Yuan floated up and landed in the fighting arena. 

When Wang Dong saw a young man fly in, he could not help having an astonished look. He burst into 

laughter soon after and said, “Boy, it’s your first day here, right? Overconfident fool. With just this bit of 

strength, you actually dare to provoke this honorable self?” 

The audience below the stage guffawed with laughter too. 

“Brat, hurry up and concede. Wang Dong is in a good mood. Maybe he will spare you from death!” 

“That brat, Wang Dong is a strong competitor ranked tenth in the first level. If you go up like this, you’ll 

die very horrible!” 

“Sigh, there are so many idiots nowadays! Coming to the Asura Arena, they don’t find out about the 

situation a little either, before going up to seek death impetuously. Really, enough is enough!” 

There was no big deal in taking the initiative to admit defeat in the fighting arena. It was just that the 

loser’s Slaughter Concept would have a portion extracted and enter inside the other party’s Absolute Kill 

Token. 

Of course, the prerequisite was that you had the ability to take the initiative to admit defeat. 

Some people did not even have time to say admit defeat, these two words, on the fighting arena before 

they were one-shotted. 

Wang Dong was already late-stage Heaven Enlightenment Realm. His realm was similar to Tan Si’s. In 

other people’s view, killing a Second Level Heaven Enlightenment Realm was too effortless. 

Ye Yuan extended a finger and said indifferently, “With one move, I’ll send you to the western paradise.” 

Wang Dong’s expression changed, and he said with a cold smile, “Arrogant punk! You’ll be the same as 

that person just now, being blown apart by me!Argh!” 

Wang Dong gave a howl, both fists akin to flood dragons heading out to the sea, charging straight at Ye 

Yuan. 

Ye Yuan just stood where he was and did not move a muscle, quietly awaiting Wang Dong’s arrival. 

Just as Wang Dong’s fist arrived in front of Ye Yuan, Ye Yuan suddenly threw a punch out. 

Two fists collided. A tremendous impact force bombarded Wang Dong akin to mountains toppling and 

the earth splitting. 

Bang! 

Wang Dong’s body exploded like a watermelon, his death state virtually identical with that martial artist 

he killed previously. 

“N-No way, right? Pulverizing Wang Dong with one punch. How can this brat be so strong?” 

The originally excited audience were currently all spaced out like wooden chickens. 



The contrast between reality and their imaginations was too great, resulting in them not reacting to it 

for a moment. 

An expert ranked tenth on the first level was actually finished off by someone with one punch? 

Ye Yuan extended a hand to grab, and Wang Dong’s storage ring landed in his hand. While Wang Dong’s 

Absolute Kill Token floated in the air silently. A wisp of red smoke slowly spilled out from it and flowed 

into Ye Yuan’s body. 

“This is the Slaughter Concept? Mm ... To actually be able to materialize a concept, this Chaotic Devil Sea 

is really a magical place,” Ye Yuan said with vicissitudes of emotion. 

Possessing the Absolute Kill Token, Ye Yuan could distinctly feel that his comprehension of the Slaughter 

Concept was currently rising. 

With a whoosh, Wang Dong’s Absolute Kill Token flew into the air and finally vanished from sight. 

“Anyone else still coming up? If there’s nobody, I’ll come again tomorrow,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

It was silent beneath the stage. That punch earlier was too shocking, resulting in no one daring to go up 

the stage to challenge Ye Yuan. 

Suddenly, a big and tall man leapt up the ring and said icily, “Brat who is still wet behind the ears. What 

are you being cocky about? Watch your Lord Hu take care of you!” 
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Chapter 874: Sweeping Away 

“Lord Hu actually made a move! Lord Hu is a genuine four-star soul general. He’s a strong contender 

ranked third on the first level!” 

“Lord Hu has already won over a hundred matches in a row. There has never been a survivor under his 

hands. Winning 20 matches in a row can already go up to the second level. But he insists on remaining 

at the first level. Clearly, he wants to consolidate his strenght some more.” 

“This boy is dead for sure, to actually provoke Lord Hu. Newcomers should be a little more low-profile. 

Isn’t being so wild courting death?” 

The stalwart man appearing on the stage roused everyone’s spirits. 

Ye Yuan’s blow earlier frightened everyone. But regarding Ye Yuan this new face, everyone all 

instinctively did not acknowledge. 

At the first level, Wang Dong’s might was deeply rooted in the hearts of the people. 

Being finished off by Ye Yuan with one punch, everyone still felt that Wang Dong underestimated the 

enemy in their hearts. 

This time came a Lord Hu whose strength was more than a level stronger. They naturally did not think 

that Ye Yuan would win. 

Lord Hu held a pair of battle-axes, looking incomparably fearsome. 
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In truth, those able to force him to use a weapon were not many. If not for Ye Yuan’s punch earlier being 

too shocking, he would not possibly use his weapon the moment he went up. 

Ye Yuan stood with his hands behind his back and said coolly, “Come on.” 

Lord Hu’s face fell. Displeased, he said, “Brat, looking down on your Lord Hu, is it? Today, your Lord Hu 

will let you know, in this Asura Arena, be a little more low-profile!” 

Done talking, Lord Hu’s two feet exerted strength. That tall and strong body soared into the air. The 

speed was actually inconceivably fast. 

His axes swept up a fierce wind and cleaved down towards where Ye Yuan was standing at. 

An earth-shattering axe! 

This axe, he did not hold back in the slightest, urging essence energy to the limits. He figured that even if 

Ye Yuan’s speed was any quicker, it was not possible to fully dodge this axe either. 

The only way was to contend head-on with him! 

Boom! 

A massive blast of wind spread out, blowing until everyone could not open their eyes. 

“Y-You have got to be kidding, right? He used his hand to receive this chop head-on?” One person 

rubbed his eyes, clearly not believing this scene he saw in front of him. 

Lord Hu’s eyes stared like wide circles, feeling that this scene before his eyes was too unreal. 

He did not underestimate Ye Yuan. This chop was virtually flooded with all of his essence energy, plus 

the augmentation of the four-star Slaughter Concept. It could be said to be an overwhelming force. 

An axe like this, how could a person possibly use one hand to forcefully receive it? 

That was right, Ye Yuan just used one hand and caught his axe! 

Ye Yuan stood where he was and did not even budge an inch. This kind of showdown simply made 

people find it too difficult to believe. 

One had to know that Lord Hu was an existence at the top of the first level. But he could not even break 

through one of Ye Yuan’s hands. 

This gap ... was too great! 

How could they know that Ye Yuan who had fused with the primeval dragon bone, the strength of his 

arms already infinitely approached the level of a holy artifact? 

These few days, Ye Yuan was still refining the primeval dragon bone bit by bit. The toughness degree of 

his arms had been rising non-stop. 

Adding in the augmentation of the Scorching Supreme True Intent, it was nothing hard for him to 

receive this axe blow one-handedly. 



Seeing this scene, the expression of Tan Si who kept silent below the stage all along also changed 

slightly. 

Ye Yuan’s strength, he was completely unable to estimate it. 

But the strength of Ye Yuan’s fleshy body was simply too outrageous. Bare-handedly catching this 

violent chop and not budging an inch, this Ye Yuan was simply a human-shaped lethal weapon! 

With a whoosh, Lord Hu’s figure retreated explosively, directly retreating to the peripherals of the 

fighting arena. 

He looked at Ye Yuan vigilantly, apprehensive of him to the extreme. 

Ye Yuan said with a faint smile, “What? Still wanna go?” 

Seeing as Ye Yuan did not have the intention of pursuing vigorously and pummeling fiercely, no idea 

why, Lord Hu actually secretly let out a sigh in relief. 

He had already stayed at this first level for very long. This was still his first time encountering such a 

terrifying opponent. 

“I ... I admit defeat!” Lord Hu did not have any unwillingness to resign himself to it, this sort of emotion. 

Instead, he had a feeling as if he was freed from a heavy load. 

This newcomer was seriously too scary! 

Following Lord Hu’s ceding, his Slaughter Concept also slowly flowed towards Ye Yuan. With this, the 

fourth star on his glabella actually became somewhat dim. 

While Ye Yuan’s glabella area, the fourth star was partially visible. It was actually on the verge of 

condensing into supreme true intent already. 

“Where did this newcomer pop out from? Why have I never heard of him before in the past?” 

“I saw earlier, he seemed to have just entered the Asura Arena!” 

“His strength is totally not suitable to stay on in the first level. This kind of strength is simply making a 

clean sweep at the first level!” 

The audience whispered in low voices, all having a clear understanding regarding Ye Yuan’s terror. 

This newcomer’s age was unclear, his cultivation realm unclear. But his combat power was terrifyingly 

daunting. 

They found it very hard to imagine why such a small body contained such tremendous energy! 

“Uh ... Is there still anyone coming up?” Ye Yuan asked with an innocent face. 

Right then, a middle-aged man in gray robes came to the fighting arena and said in a clear voice, “Within 

an hour, if no one challenges Ye Yuan, he’ll directly obtain the qualifications to advance to the second 

level!” 



Time slowly trickled by. An hour’s time passed very quickly. But no one dared to come up to challenge 

Ye Yuan. 

That gray-robed middle-aged man said, “Congratulations, Brother Ye! A wipeout! You’ll directly obtain 

the opportunity to advance to the second level as well as 20 slaughter points!” 

Ye Yuan said, “Just 20 slaughter points? Isn’t that a bit too little?” 

Ye Yuan knew that this Asura Arena had some major rules. But the very specific matters, he was not 

clear. Slaughter point was one of them. 

In Ye Yuan’s view, what was 20 slaughter points enough to do? 

The gray-robed middle-aged man explained with a smile, “Brother Ye mustn’t look down on these 20 

slaughter points. It can buy many things. Those able to obtain slaughter points at the first level can be 

counted on one’s fingers. You’ll know when you go to the Asura Shop to take a look. Additionally, these 

slaughter points are even able to exchange for cultivation sites as well as purchase some things that 

essence crystals cannot buy.” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Like this, huh? I understand. I wonder if I can delay a few days to enter the 

second level?” 

The gray-robed middle-aged man nodded and said, “That’s of course! You can even choose to not enter 

the second level. Moreover, unless somebody challenges you, otherwise, you can not be arranged a 

match. This is all your freedom.” 

Ye Yuan did not think that there was actually still such a good treatment. He nodded his head right away 

and said, “I naturally have to enter the second level. This first level is too boring. Presumably, the second 

level has as many experts as clouds. I’d better increase my strength a bit first.” 

The gray-robed middle-aged man could not help being speechless when he heard that. That Lord Hu was 

completely unable to test Ye Yuan’s strength. Presumably, when he reached the second level, he was 

likely able to rank in the front too. 

This fellow actually still said that he wanted to increase his strength. 

But speaking of which, Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm was indeed a little low. 

Exiting the fighting area, Ye Yuan came to Tan Si’s side and said to him, “Your turn. With your strength, 

getting a wipeout should be any problem, right?” 

Tan Si gave Ye Yuan a glance and entered the fighting arena with a leap. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 875: Loophole 

One should not look at how Tan Si was beaten by Ye Yuan until he could not even raise his head. His 

strength still stood head and shoulders above the others at the first level. 

He took on eight opponents in a row on the stage. Finally, no one dared to go and challenge him 

anymore. 
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Tan Si’s attacks were still incomparably vicious. Toward opponents who were slightly weaker, he would 

always directly blot out. 

Except, just talking in terms of the spectacle, Tan Si was far from as shocking as Ye Yuan. 

But two experts emerging consecutively within one day still caused quite a bit of a stir. 

It was just that these did not have anything to do with Ye Yuan. Leaving the fighting arena, Ye Yuan 

started strolling idly in this Asura Arena. 

The Asura Arena was very large. The fighting arena was only a small part of it. 

Regarding that Asura Shop that gray-robed middle-aged man talked about, Ye Yuan was rather 

interested. Inquiring about it, Ye Yuan and Tan Si actually directly entered the Asura Shop through a 

transmission array. 

“Welcome, guests. May I ask if you need anything?” a beautiful female came up to welcome and asked 

politely. 

“Mmm, we’re just casually looking around.” 

This woman’s attitude had nothing to nitpick about. But a look of disdain was concealed in her eyes. 

In a place like the Asura Arena, snobbery was inevitable. 

Ye Yuan and Tan Si were clearly newcomers at one glance, and the likelihood of newcomers obtaining 

slaughter points was very low. 

Newcomers like Ye Yuan they all would generally come and look around after hearing about the Asura 

Shop’s reputation. 

After these people came here and walked one round, they would be endlessly covetous towards the 

things in the store. But without slaughter points, they could only stare greedily. 

Forget about the first level’s newcomers, even to the second level, third level’s powerhouses, slaughter 

points was also an extremely scarce resource. 

In this female’s eyes, Ye Yuan and Tan Si clearly belonged to this type of newcomers. 

“This way, please. Our Asura Shop is divided into essence crystal area and points area. The essence 

crystal area’s things only need essence crystals to purchase. Of course, points can as well. But the things 

in the points area can only be purchased with slaughter points,” the beautiful lady introduced to them. 

“Oh? In that case, the points area’s things should all be good stuff?” Ye Yuan indeed became interested 

upon hearing. 

The female smiled slightly and said, “That’s hard for this lowly one to say. This Lord will know once you 

see it.” 

Truly a brat who did not know the immensity of heaven and earth. Slaughter points were extremely hard 

to come by things, let alone that you’re a newcomer. Many martial artists who have toiled for many 

years in the Asura Arena might not even have it. 



Although the woman was smiling, the way she smiled, it was very fake. 

Ye Yuan was naturally aware of what this woman was thinking, but he was unconcerned. There was no 

need to stoop the level of a minor character like this. 

Under the woman’s lead, Ye Yuan and Tan Si came to the points area. 

Casually sweeping a glance, Ye Yuan could not help being somewhat astonished too. The points area 

really had quite a number of good stuff. 

Earth Net Essence Element, Sky Grand Flower, Nightend Spirit Word ... 

These spirit medicines were virtually very hard to come upon in the outside world. But the points area 

displayed them all. But once Ye Yuan saw the price of the spirit medicines, he could not help going into a 

daze as well. 

These extremely rare spirit medicines, the prices basically only varied from three to ten slaughter points. 

Regarding the value of slaughter points, Ye Yuan also had a clear understanding. 20 slaughter points 

were indeed not considered little already. 

These spirit medicines, when placed in the outside world, would all start from 500 million earth essence 

crystals. And this was still with demand, but no supply. 

Calculating like this, 20 slaughter points was worth at least several billion earth essence crystals. 

Moreover, these spirit medicines were utterly not what earth essence crystals could buy. Only slaughter 

points could buy it! 

The points area still had some completed products. The prices were even more ridiculously expensive. 

Looking at Ye Yuan’s appearance of judging each and every one of them, the woman was even more 

disdainful in her heart. 

Just looking and not buying, putting on an act for what! 

Ye Yuan browsed over each and every one. Suddenly, his footsteps paused, and he took up a piece of 

dark gold-colored ore. 

“I really didn’t expect that there is actually Grayflame Earth Sun Gold inside this Asura Shop!” Ye Yuan 

said rather delightedly. 

This Grayflame Earth Sun Gold was an extremely rare ore. It was a material that could be used to forge 

holy artifacts. But to Ye Yuan, the Grayflame Earth Sun Gold had one significant function, that was that it 

could let the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood evolve! 

These few years, Ye Yuan constantly nurtured the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood diligently. But its rate 

of progress was still a little too slow. At present, it had only just broken through to Tier 6. 

This kind of evolving speed was truly a bit too slow to Ye Yuan. 

This chunk of Grayflame Earth Sun Gold was not small; sufficient for the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood 

to evolve to Tier 7. 



Making the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood evolve to Tier 7, it could become a major assistance to Ye 

Yuan again! 

Huuuu. 

A gust of wind howled past. A hand reached out from behind Ye Yuan and grabbed at the Grayflame 

Earth Sun Gold in Ye Yuan’s hand. Ye Yuan’s face fell slightly, his feet moving, directly disappearing from 

where he was at. 

That person clearly did not expect that Ye Yuan’s movement technique would actually be so swift. He 

actually grabbed nothing all of a sudden, his body involuntarily stumbling. 

This person was wearing black tight-fitting clothes, his expression abnormally cold and stern. One look 

and it was clear that he was not some nice person. 

When the woman saw this man, she hurriedly gave a bow and said, “I’ve seen Lord Tu Gang!” 

“Boy, you actually dare to dodge!” Tu Gang pointed at Ye Yuan and said solemnly. 

Ye Yuan could not help laughing in spite of himself when he heard that and said, “What a joke! You 

didn’t even say hello before wanting to snatch my stuff. I’m not even allowed to dodge?” 

“Humph! You’re a newcomer, right? Don’t even have slaughter points, what did you come here 

pretending to be some bigshot for?! Give the Grayflame Earth Sun Gold to me, then give two loud 

kowtows for your Lord Tu, and that matter just now will be considered settled. Otherwise ...” Tu Gang 

looked at Ye Yuan with malicious intentions and said. 

Ye Yuan looked at Tu Gang amusedly and said with a faint smile, “Otherwise what?” 

“Although according to the Asura Arena’s rules, second level martial artists are not allowed to kill first 

level martial artists, there’s no problem at all in making you, this punk, lie down for a period of time!” Tu 

Gang said. 

Hearing the meaning in Tu Gang’s words, he was a martial artist of the second level. 

The first level and second level martial artists belonged to two different levels. Battles and living were all 

not together. Logically speaking, they would not have any interactions normally, but this Asura Shop was 

an exception. 

The first three levels’ martial artists were basically all Heaven Enlightenment Realm. The goods they 

required were naturally more or less the same as well. Therefore, the first three levels’ martial artists 

shared an Asura Shop. This was also why Ye Yuan could only reach this place through a transmission 

array. 

That woman could not refrain herself when she saw Tu Gang and Ye Yuan getting into a conflict. She 

warned Ye Yuan, “Little Brother, Lord Tu Gang is a well-renowned big shot in the second level. He’s an 

expert ranked 405 on the Earth Carnage Proclamation. Why haven’t you hurry up and apologized to 

him?” 

The way the woman saw it, she was warning out of goodwill here already. A newcomer offending a 

powerhouse of the second level was not some wise thing. 



But Ye Yuan chuckled when he heard that and asked, “Turns out that the Asura Arena still had such a 

rule? I wonder if the first level’s martial artists can kill the second level’s martial artists or not?” 

The moment these words were uttered, the woman and Tu Gang both froze. But the Tan Si who did not 

speak the entire time opened his mouth, “The Asura Arena doesn’t have this rule. This should be a 

loophole.” 

Ye Yuan smiled, smiled very happy, and suddenly threw out a punch explosively! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 876: Exalt 

Seeing Ye Yuan make a move, Tu Gang did not get mad. He was delighted instead and said with a big 

laugh, “Came right on time!” 

This punch of Ye Yuan’s was not fast, looking not much different from ordinary Second Level Heaven 

Enlightenment Realms. 

Therefore, the way Tu Gang saw it, Ye Yuan was purely asking for a beating here! 

Tan Si shook his head and said with a sigh, “Another dunce seeking death!” 

When that attendant girl heard Tan Si’s sigh, her eyes were filled with confusion. 

She thought that Tan Si would make a move and help. After all, Tan Si’s strength looked to be much 

stronger. But Tan Si did not have the intention of taking action at all, and instead, he mocked Tu Gang. 

These two people wouldn’t be fools, right? thought the attendant girl in her heart. 

Tu Gang also suddenly brandished his fist, his speed incomparably abnormal. It actually reached first 

despite launching after Ye Yuan! 

A faint mocking smile hung at the corners of his mouth; it was as if already seeing the appearance of Ye 

Yuan kneeling on the ground and begging for mercy. 

But right at the moment the two fists intersected, Ye Yuan’s fist suddenly vanished from sight. 

Bang! 

Tu Gang was originally standing. This punch of Ye Yuan’s hit right on his temple, directly inverting his 

body, smashing a hole into the floorboards. 

The Asura Shop had some customers in the first place. Seeing that conflict happened over here, they 

were naturally happy to watch it for fun. Of course, they were laughing at Ye Yuan. 

A newcomer dared to provoke a second level’s Earth Carnage Proclamation expert, this was simply 

utterly foolish. 

But when they saw this scene before their eyes, each and every one of them was baffled. 

This newcomer … was too violent! 
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“Rank 405 is it? Indeed have some skill, to actually still be able to preserve an intact corpse,” Ye Yuan 

shook his head and said with a sigh. 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, everyone could not help being speechless. 

Tu Gang was evidently completely dead already. Beating a strong opponent around Earth Carnage 

Proclamation rank 400 to death in one punch and he was actually still not satisfied with this battle 

result? 

Those who lived in the Asura Arena were long used to seeing life and death. Killing people this kind of 

thing, they were long numbed to it. 

But an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert being beaten to death by someone in one punch, this kind of 

spectacle was still overly shocking. 

“Now, can I buy this piece of Grayflame Earth Sun Gold?” Ye Yuan could not be bothered to look at Tu 

Gang and immediately asked that female attendant. 

“You … You really have slaughter points?” The female attendant finally knew that this youth in front of 

her was not as simple as he looked on the surface. 

In truth, this Asura Arena was a lair of hidden dragons and crouching tigers. Who would really be 

simple? 

Those powerhouses ranked to the front of the Earth Carnage Proclamation were all very low-profile. But 

their strength was unfathomable! 

These people completely could not be measured using the standards of ordinary martial artists. 

The female attendant originally would not make mistakes at this sort of thing. It was just that Ye Yuan 

was too young. Moreover, he was a newcomer, resulting in her overlooking many things. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and took out the Absolute Kill Token. 

That 20 slaughter points already arrived inside his Absolute Kill Token after he advanced. 

When the female attendant examined Ye Yuan’s Absolute Kill Token, she could not help having a look of 

astoundment, “2-20 slaughter points! Milord got a wipeout at the first level?” 

Ye Yuan said curiously, “Why? Is it very hard to believe?” 

“N-No! I’ll exchange the Grayflame Earth Sun Gold for Your Excellency right away!” the female attendant 

hurriedly said. 

You have got to be kidding. Even the second level’s Tu Gang was one-shotted. What was strange about 

getting a wipeout at the first level? 

It was just that this Asura Arena’s first three levels were all Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artists. 

Those able to survive in the first level were all absolutely not mediocre. 

Wanting to kill until other people did not dare to take the field, this was a very difficult thing. Let alone 

that Ye Yuan was only Second Level Heaven Enlightenment Realm. 



Very soon, the female attendant deducted 15 points from Ye Yuan and returned the Absolute Kill Token 

to Ye Yuan. 

Being experienced, the female attendant had seen many grand spectacles before. At this time, she 

already recovered back to normal and ordered people to get rid of Tu Gang’s corpse. Coming in front of 

Ye Yuan, she said with a broad smile, “Milord is a young hero, to actually be able to kill Tu Gang with one 

punch! However, Tu Gang isn’t alone in the second level. He and the second level’s rank seven, Lu 

Licheng, has a very good relationship. Milord still need to be a little more careful after you enter the 

second level.” 

Ye Yuan received the Absolute Kill Token and Grayflame Earth Sun Gold and said with a smile, “Just 

some dancing clowns. No need to take notice.” 

The female attendant just smiled when she heard that and did not say anything else. 

On top of the Asura Shop’s corner tower, a middle-aged man in brocade watched Ye Yuan’s departing 

back view and said to the woman beside him,”Exalt 1 , this boy’s strength is unfathomable. The next 

issue of Earth Carnage Proclamation, maybe he can charge into the top ten! What makes people even 

more astonished is that his fleshy body is actually even more formidable than his essence energy 

cultivation realm! Letting him grow up for some time, he might be able to be of some help to our plan.” 

The Exalt the man was talking to was precisely that female attendant who served Ye Yuan. 

The man’s attitude was very respectful toward her. This unassuming female attendant actually had an 

extraordinary status. 

The Exalt’s temperament currently was like two different people from before; her face had an 

indescribable frostiness. 

“The Asura Arena’s rule is that people of the second level are not allowed to kill first level martial artists. 

But it didn’t stipulate that first level martial artists can’t kill those at the second level. This loophole was 

probably a loophole deliberately left behind by the Sovereign. But those able to make use of this 

loophole are a scanty few. This young man is indeed not simple!” the Exalt said. 

The man in brocade nodded and said, “It wasn’t that first level martial artists killing second level martial 

artists didn’t happen before. But there absolutely would not be people so neat and tidy like him! 

Furthermore, his opponent is even a character close to rank 400 on the Earth Carnage Proclamation!” 

The Exalt said, “It’s still this boy’s first day entering the Asura Arena, and he actually has such strength 

already. There’s a possibility that he’s a genius junior groomed by some super holy land. We need to 

investigate his origins clearly first before making a decision! This matter will be handed to you.” 

The man in brocade bowed and said, “Yes!” 

… 

Leaving the Asura Arena, Ye Yuan rented a residence in the Asura Arena and started to help the Origin 

Magnetism Spirit Wood absorb the Grayflame Earth Sun Gold. 

This Grayflame Earth Sun Gold contained extremely strong powers of goldelement 2 . Using it to refine 

into a holy artifact could make the martial artist’s attack even stronger. 



But Ye Yuan had the Starmoon Sword on hand and was not overly concerned regarding the need for 

holy artifacts. 

Rather, the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood, using it well would absolutely be a form of enormous 

assistance. Therefore, he let the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood absorb the powers of gold element 

inside the Grayflame Earth Sun Gold without the slightest hesitation. 

Just as Ye Yuan was refining the Grayflame Earth Sun Gold, an uproar already utterly broke out at 

second level. 

The news of Tu Gang being finished off by a newcomer spread like wildfire at the second level. This sort 

of thing truly made all the martial artists’ jaws drop. 

Quite a few people were gasping in admiration at this newcomer’s powerful strength. But the vast 

majority of the people still mocked Tu Gang’s incompetence. 

To be able to survive in a cruel environment like the Asura Arena, every person had tremendous self-

confidence. Being killed could only show that Tu Gang’s strength was lacking. 

Of course, the one who lost the most face was still Lu Licheng. 

Tu Gang was his subordinate and also his right-hand hired thug. He did not think that Tu Gangwas 

actually killed by a second level’s punk 3 . This was smacking his face! 

“Investigated properly yet? Just what origins is that punk?” Lu Licheng asked his subordinate with a grim 

look. 

“Yes, we investigated his background. That boy just entered the Asura Arena today and directly got a 

wipeout at the first level! Tu Gang had long eyed the Asura Shop’s Grayflame Earth Sun Gold, but he did 

not have sufficient points. This time, he finally managed to amass enough points to go buy it. Didn’t 

expect that he actually got killed by this newcomer!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 877: Addressing Each Other as Brothers 

“Humph! Does that punk called Ye Yuan really think that he’s invincible? In this Asura Arena, even a 

dragon has to coil up!” Lu Licheng said with a cold snort. 

In this Asura Arena, there had never been a lack of geniuses. 

These Earth Carnage Proclamation’s experts, which one of them was not peerlessly talented, with 

strength far surpassing those in the same level? 

“That punk probably also knew that he got into trouble. After leaving the Asura Shop, he actually chose 

to enter seclusion and did not enter the second level,” the subordinate said. 

“Humph! He may get off today but not tomorrow! Keep a close eye for me! When he arrives at the 

second level, report to me immediately. I want to let him take a look at this Asura Arena’s brutality!” 

“Yes, Your Excellency! It’s just ...” 

“If you have something, just say it. Don’t hem and haw!” 
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“There are quite a few rumors out there right now. Especially Lord Zong Ta there. They are all laughing 

at us.” 

Upon hearing this, Lu Licheng’s expression became even more overcast. 

That Zong Ta was similarly a heavyweight-class figure in the second level. Regardless whether was it 

strength or forces, it was not at all inferior to him. 

Making such a big fool of himself this time, Zong Ta would naturally grab hold and not let go, and give a 

good mocking. 

“This damn brat, causing me to lose so much face! I must tear him from limb to limb!” Lu Licheng 

gnashed his teeth in hatred, hating Ye Yuan to the bones. 

... 

Regarding the things that happened in the second level, Ye Yuan was naturally unaware. Even if he 

knew, he would not care either. 

He set up an array formation to help the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood absorb the powers of gold 

element inside the Grayflame Earth Sun Gold, while he himself entered inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda 

to cultivate. 

The likelihood of Ye Yuan making progress in supreme true intent was not too high within a short time. 

Therefore, Ye Yuan placed the focus of cultivation on the advancement of cultivation realm. 

At present, titanic transformations already happened to Ye Yuan’s body. Even if he did not borrow the 

powers of medicinal pills, his cultivation speed was very fast too. 

Ye Yuan was currently comprehending the ‘Bing’ character in the Nine Characters True Word Formula. 

After violent essence energy went through the Vast Heaven Pagoda’s tempering, it was absorbed by Ye 

Yuan into his body. 

After entering the Heaven Enlightenment Realm, each time Ye Yuan advanced a minor cultivation realm, 

it required massive amounts of essence energy. 

But ever since cultivating the ‘Bing’ character, Ye Yuan’s cultivation speed was several times faster 

compared to before! 

Same as the ‘Lin’ character, the ‘Bing’ character similarly seized the good fortune of heaven and earth. 

But the effects of the ‘Bing’ character was completely different from the ‘Lin’ character. It was able to 

make martial artists become more sensitive toward the energy between heaven and earth. Cultivation 

would also yield twice the results with half the effort! 

For such a long time, Ye Yuan discovered that the effect of each word was different through 

comprehending this Nine Words True Character Formula. 

But there was one point, each word contained extremely profound maxims of the Great Dao. It could 

virtually let Ye Yuan reach the quintessence in an area. 

And this ‘Bing’ character could let his cultivation speed increase tremendously. 



Ye Yuan believed that if he could cultivate the ‘Bing’ character to an extremely high realm, his cultivation 

speed would probably be able to crush all of the Divine Realm’s geniuses! 

Even using medicinal pills to pile up cultivation realm was probably nothing more than this too. 

After advancing to Heaven Enlightenment Realm, Ye Yuan deliberately slowed down cultivation speed 

and fastidiously comprehended the powers of laws. 

Although this way would make his cultivation speed become slow, it could let his comprehension toward 

Heavenly Dao become even clearer and more comprehensive. 

After Heaven Enlightenment Realm, the most important was still comprehending the laws of heaven and 

earth, increasing concepts cultivation all-round. 

If one did not pursue combat power, there naturally was no problem getting help from medicinal pills. 

But Ye Yuan was re-walking the Martial Path presently. This step was indispensable. 

The Upper Three Realms could be said to be even more important than the six major cultivation realms 

before added up. 

Ye Yuan wanted to pursue the pinnacle of the martial path. He would rather walk a bit slower. 

But the ‘Bing’ character plus the remolding of the primeval dragon bone made his cultivation speed no 

worse than any genius in the Divine Realm. 

Furthermore, along with the comprehension of the ‘Bing’ character, his cultivation speed would become 

faster and faster. 

A month later, Ye Yuan finally broke through to Third Level Heaven Enlightenment. 

When he went to check on the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood, he discovered that the Grayflame Earth 

Sun Gold already turned into an ordinary chunk of rock. The power of gold element inside was already 

absorbed fully. 

Ye Yuan discovered to his joy that the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood had indeed advanced to Tier 7! 

With this, the power of the Origin Magnetic Field increased greatly. 

“This slaughter points is really good stuff. I’m going to inquire about it later to see if there’s any way to 

obtain even more slaughter points. Mmm ... It’s time to enter the second level.” 

Ye Yuan had seen quite a number of good stuff in the Asura Shop’s points area. Even he was quite 

moved as well. 

... 

“Congratulations to Ye Yuan, Tan Si, for entering the Asura Arena’s second level!” a melodious voice 

sounded out in the second level. The entire Asura Arena all knew at once. 

Ye Yuan could not help laughing as he said, “Just advancing to the second level. Is there a need to raise 

such a big rumpus?” 



“The second level martial artists’ strength is very formidable. We got to be a little more careful. It’s said 

that the rank one, Zhan Wushuang, his ranking reached 150th place on the Earth Carnage Proclamation. 

His strength is very formidable! Still remember that Tu Gang you killed? Although his ranking wasn’t 

high, the backer behind him is ranked ten plus at the second level. His ranking on the Earth Carnage 

Proclamation is also as high as around 200!” Tan Si said. 

This one month’s time, Ye Yuan was oblivious to the outside world. But Tan Si inquired about the second 

level’s situation very clearly. 

That punch of Ye Yuan’s seemed to have poked the hornet’s nest. He would probably be targeted the 

moment he came up. 

But Ye Yuan said totally unconcernedly, “I hope that he has some common sense and doesn’t come to 

provoke me like that idiot underling of his.” 

The people in the Asura Arena, which one was not stained full of blood on their hands? Regarding killing 

Tu Gang and his like, Ye Yuan did not have any psychological burden at all. 

Tan Si had nothing to say. He could not figure out where the limits of Ye Yuan’s strength lie either. 

But very clearly, when killing Tu Gang, Ye Yuan did not use full strength. 

Just arriving at the second level, Ye Yuan naturally had to stroll around a bit. But Ye Yuan barely walked 

two steps when he was stopped by a group of people. 

“Boy, was it you who killed Tu Gang?” A burly man at the front questioned. 

“What, are you all here to help him get justice?” Ye Yuan said with a smile that wasn’t a smile. 

That burly man was originally still sinister looking. But he suddenly lopped an arm around Ye Yuan’s 

shoulders and said with a big laugh, “Hahaha! Well killed! Tu Gang that fellow, he has rubbed me the 

wrong way long ago! I’m called Jiao Chong. In the future, we’ll be brothers, so let’s get on more intimate 

terms!” 

Ye Yuan still thought that he was here to find trouble. He did not think that this guy suddenly addressed 

him with great familiarity, looking not at all distant either. 

Ye Yuan jerked lightly, directly bouncing Jiao Chong off and said coolly, “Not everyone is qualified to 

address me as his brother! Who the hell are you people? State your names.” 

Being easily bounced off by Ye Yuan, Jiao Chong could not help being startled inwardly, 

He originally thought that Tu Gang getting finished off was because he underestimated the enemy. But 

just that bit earlier, this boy’s strength could not be taken lightly! 

“Heh heh, we’re Lord Zong Ta’s subordinates! You killed Tu Gang, Lu Licheng will definitely not be 

satisfied until he kills you. In the future, you follow Lord Zong Ta around. With him shielding you, Lu 

Licheng won’t even dare to let out a fart!” Jiao Chong laughed and said. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 878: Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill 
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After hearing this, Ye Yuan finally figured out this bunch of fellows’ intention for coming. 

He did not expect that his actions in the Asura Shop actually made these people give rise to the idea of 

soliciting him to join their side. 

Except, Ye Yuan did not have plans on joining. 

“Your meaning is to pull me into a partnership?” Ye Yuan said. 

Jiao Chong saw through Ye Yuan’s thoughts too and said with a smile, “I know that your strength is 

decent. It’s just that the second level’s situation is very different from the first level. Without a major 

figure shielding you, you’ll die very horribly!” 

Ye Yuan said with a laugh, “It’s also not impossible for me to join in, but ...” 

The moment Jiao Chong heard that there was a chance, he could not help being secretly pleased. This 

boy’s strength was not weak; likely not beneath his. Settling this errand, Lord Zong Ta would definitely 

reward greatly. 

Was still wondering how proud this boy was, looks like it was also just like that. 

As for Ye Yuan wanting to state conditions, it was within reason too. Raising his status a little, this 

supported the argumentation of the main topic. 

“But what?” Jiao Chong asked. 

“But it will only work if I become the boss. I don’t have the habit of being sheltered by others. It has 

always been me covering others,” Ye Yuan looked very calm as he said. 

Jiao Chong’s expression changed when he heard that. He even thought that this fellow was quite astute. 

But he did not expect that Ye Yuan actually did not know how to appreciate favors! 

“You become the boss? What a joke! Boy, don’t think that you’re amazing with a bit of strength! Let me 

tell you, without Boss Zong Ta’s care, you’ll be eaten in this second level until not even any scraps 

remain! Moreover, have you thought it through? You already offended Lu Licheng terribly by killing Tu 

Gang. Offending us further, you’ll find it difficult to advance even a step in the second level!” Jiao Chong 

said with a solemn face. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said with a regretful expression, “Is that so? Looks like we can’t reach an 

agreement. Then there’s nothing good to talk about. Make way, don’t block the path.” 

Ye Yuan reached his hand out and pushed aside. But this time, Jiao Chong was prepared and wanted to 

embarrass Ye Yuan. 

But he did not think that the force of Ye Yuan’s light push was actually extremely strong. His body was 

pushed to one side involuntarily. 

Looking at Ye Yuan’s departing back view, Jiao Chong’s expression was ugly to the max. 

But Ye Yuan barely walked a few steps when he had his path blocked by another group of people again. 

Seeing this scene, a delighted expression showed on Jiao Chong’s face. 



Lu Licheng actually personally moved out! 

“Punk, you finally came up! Your Uncle Lu has waited very long for you!” 

Lu Licheng swept a glance at Jiao Chong ferociously. Clearly, he did not think that he came even faster 

than him. 

“A good dog won’t block the path! Get lost!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“Heh, what an arrogant brat! In this second level, no one dares to talk like this to your Uncle Lu! I think, 

since you came up to the second level, you’ve already come to understand, right?” 

Lu Licheng had an appearance like he got Ye Yuan and did not place Ye Yuan in his sights at all. 

Ye Yuan could not help finding it funny when he heard that. This was really any random guy would all 

feel good about themselves! 

“Of course. My awareness has always been very high,” Ye Yuan said with a guileless look. 

“Very good! Tomorrow, fighting arena, the two of us have a points gamble fight! If you dare to not 

agree, I’ll kill you right now!” Lu Licheng said with unparalleled overbearingness. 

Ye Yuan’s brows jumped up when he heard that and said, “Points gamble fight?” 

The Tan Si by the side moved closer and explained, “Points gamble fight is when both parties each put 

forth a portion of points and carry out a deathmatch. They must determine life and death in the fighting 

arena! The victor can obtain the other party’s points.” 

The moment Ye Yuan heard, he could not help getting very interested and asked Lu Licheng, “How many 

points do you have?” 

Ye Yuan showed an excited look, but it made Lu Licheng stunned. 

“How many points I have, you don’t need to care! You used 15 points at the Asura Shop. Right now, you 

only have five points on hand. Let’s bet five points!” 

Ye Yuan shook his head when he heard and said, “Too little. I’m lacking points very much right now. How 

about this, I’ll raise the stakes, bet all of your points!” 

The moment Ye Yuan’s words came out, the surroundings could not help being speechless. 

“This guy is a moron, right? Just that bit of strength of his wants to bet with Lu Licheng all of his points?” 

“Even Zong Ta dare not say to be able to retreat unscathed in a deathmatch with Lu Licheng either. This 

boy wouldn’t think that by getting a wipeout in the first level, he can also do whatever he wants coming 

to the second level, right? The second level’s martial artists, any random one that goes to the first level 

can also get a wipeout!” 

“Haha! Maybe he thinks this way! The first level is already so weak, how strong can the second level be? 

There are idiots every year, this year is especially more.” 

Jiao Chong was not far away. Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, he could not help holding his face with his face. 



He finally understood why Ye Yuan would say that sort of arrogant and conceited words earlier. Could it 

be that this boy was completely a fool? 

Jiao Chong’s strength was roughly the same as Tu Gang; also around Earth Carnage Proclamation 400th 

place. 

But 400th place and 200th place, the gap in-between this was akin to a heavenly chasm! 

Although similarly Heaven Enlightenment Realm, the two people’s strength simply had no way of 

mentioning in the same breath. If not for so, why would he, an Earth Carnage Proclamation expert, 

throw himself under a same-realm martial artist? 

“Hahaha! Did you all hear it? He wants to raise the stakes and bet all of my points with me! Boy, your 

Uncle Lu has 35 points. Why don’t you say what you’ll use to make up for it! Don’t tell me that you don’t 

know how valuable these extra 30 points are!” 

Lu Licheng was currently roaring with laughter when a medicinal pill was placed in front of him. His smile 

withdrew, the expression on his face gradually became solemn. 

“This ... This is a transcendent-grade Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill?” 

Recognizing the medicinal pill in Ye Yuan’s hand, Lu Licheng was no longer composed! 

The Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill was a top-tier Tier 7 medicinal pill for cleansing the marrow. It 

was a huge temptation to Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artists. This is because it could help 

martial artists to break through the fetters of Heaven Enlightenment Realm, and then to step into 

Phaseless Realm! 

Of course, with the strength of Earth Carnage Proclamation experts, breaking through to Phaseless 

Realm was not hard. 

To them, what was truly hard was breaking through to Dao Profound later, reaching emperor realm! 

The so-called Law-less and Phaseless were not just the martial artist’s comprehension on Heavenly Dao, 

but it was also on the fleshy body 1 . 

Breaking through to Phaseless Realm, there was a process of cleansing the marrow. Remould the fleshy 

body anew, and from there, lay down the foundation for breaking through to Dao Profound Realm. 

Then what kind of extent this marrow cleansing reached was very particular. 

One could say that this process determined how far the martial artist could walk in the future to a very 

large degree. 

The Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill was of much higher rank compared to the medicinal pills on the 

market to help martial artists breakthrough to the Phaseless Realm! What was even more damnable was 

that this Tier 7 medicinal pill was too hard to concoct. Ordinary alchemists simply could not refine it! 

Therefore, even though the Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill’s reputation was out there, those truly 

able to obtain it were extremely, extremely few. 

This was also why Lu Licheng would lose composure like so upon recognizing it. 



This medicinal pill was extremely rare. Moreover, it had a demand, but no market. Valuing at 30 points 

was more than enough. 

“At least you know about the good stuff. How is it? Can you bet all of your points now?” Ye Yuan kept 

the medicinal pill and said. 

Lu Licheng sucked in a deep breath and finally calmed his state of mind. He switched to a cold smile and 

said, “Since you want to give such a valuable medicinal pill to me, what reason do I still have to decline?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 879: Timely Rain 

On the second day, the fighting arena was packed full of people. The news of Ye Yuan and Lu Licheng’s 

points gamble fight caused an uproar in the second level. 

But what made them even more concerned was the Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill in Ye Yuan’s 

hands. 

The allure of this medicinal pill was seriously too great. 

“Lu Licheng’s luck is seriously too good. There’s actually a fool who’s giving him a Heavenly Sea Spirit 

Brimstone Pill. Why do I not run into this kind of good thing?’ 

“Screw off, you! Even if you obtained the Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill, can you defend it?” 

“Heh, that’s true! Forget about me, even Lu Licheng himself might not be able to protect it 

too. Ah, Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill, I don’t believe that those few have no interest!” 

“Shhh … You don’t want your life anymore? You mustn’t anyhow say such things!” 

Right now, Ye Yuan was just like a little child carrying a gold piece and walking around on the bustling 

streets in the eyes of the second level’s martial artists. Everywhere were ferocious looks. 

One had to admit, Ye Yuan’s strength was very formidable. But to Lu Licheng this level of existence, he 

was definitely still too weak. 

On the fighting arena’s grandstand, in an inconspicuous corner, an elderly person and a youth were 

currently standing with their hands behind their backs. 

“Old Zhu, looks like you’re hell-bent on the Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill as well!” said the youth 

with a sarcastic smile. 

The elderly person’s face was cold as he said coolly, “The pot calling the kettle black. If you’re not 

interested, you won’t show up here either.” 

“Heh, the Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill is a legendary medicinal pill. Even you, Old Zhu, were 

moved. How can I, a junior brat, not be moved? It’s just that after today, whose hands this medicinal pill 

lands in will have to depend on each one’s ability,” the youth said. 

The old man shot the youth a scornful glance and said, “Bullying this old man, is it? This time, for the 

sake of the Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill, I want to take a look at your, Feng Shao’s, means!” 
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The youth smiled but did not speak. But the two persons’ gazes turned toward the fighting arena. In the 

fighting arena, Ye Yuan and Lu Licheng’s life and death battle was able to start. 

“Brat, before dying, I still have to give you thanks, for delivering to me such a precious medicinal pill!” Lu 

Licheng looked at Ye Yuan and said with a pleased expression. 

Ye Yuan still had that indifferent look as he said, “Your esteemed self is really a timely rain. You know 

that this Little Lord, I, am lacking points, and you delivered yourself to my doorsteps the moment I came 

up. Really endlessly grateful.” 

Lu Licheng smiled coldly and said, “Brat, you don’t know the immensity of heaven and earth. Your Uncle 

Lu will let you take a look today at what the true strength of a second level martial artist is!” 

Done talking, the five stars on Lu Licheng’s glabella suddenly lit up. A furious killing intent wreaked 

havoc on the field and was actually even more violent compared to Tan Si. 

A long halberd brandishing, killing intent was piercingly cold! 

“Lu Licheng’s second-stage Slaughter Supreme True Intent is already approaching the great circle of 

perfection and is already not far from third-stage! This boy’s strength is obviously not weak. But he only 

has less than four stars on Slaughter Concept. I want to see what methods he has to deal with the 

situation,” on the grandstand, the youth was filled with anticipation as he said. 

“I heard that this brat’s fleshy body is extremely formidable. When he was at the first level, he directly 

blew up his opponent with one punch. I reckon that this should be his greatest reliance,” the elderly 

man said. 

Looking at news from all-round, Ye Yuan’s strength was definitely not what ordinary martial artists could 

compare to. 

Although the specific circumstances inside the Asura Shop did not spread out, without a doubt, Ye 

Yuan’s strength in itself could not be underestimated to be able to kill Tu Gang. 

It was just that in comparison, Lu Licheng this veteran expert was clearly more promising. 

“Heavenly Halberd Frenzied Slaughter!” 

Lu Licheng gave a fierce roar. The long halberd drew a massive semi-circle and directly cleaved down 

towards the top of Ye Yuan’s head. 

The long halberd had an overwhelming momentum and incredible power. This move encompassed an 

overwhelming tremendous force and actually pierced through the array formation, blowing up gusts of 

fierce wind on the grandstand. 

Facing this staggering move, Ye Yuan actually did not move a muscle, allowing Lu Licheng to do as he 

liked and what he liked! 

Boom! 

The long halberd landed on the ground, smashing out an enormous pit on the earth’s surface. Debris 

scattered around, smashing onto the array formation, turning into a pile of dust. 



A portion flew onto Ye Yuan’s body, likewise, turning into a pile of dust. 

Everyone was stunned, not understanding what happened. 

“What the hell is Lu Licheng doing? Testing moves? Started off with a bang and ended with a whimper. 

This move also deviated too far off the mark, right?” 

“Odd! Too strange! Lu Licheng isn’t someone who shows mercy. Why was this move so off-form?” 

“When I saw Lu Licheng’s move just now, it frightened me badly. His strength is clearly even stronger 

than before. But this result …” 

Lu Licheng’s move smashed the fighting arena into a mess. It was just that although this move’s 

destructive power was shocking, it was too far away from Ye Yuan. The move was completely unable to 

cause any substantial damage. 

From beginning to the end, Ye Yuan stood there not moving a muscle, as if he had not done anything at 

all. 

This kind of scene was too bizarre. 

Ye Yuan looked at Lu Licheng and said with a smile, “I didn’t expect that in this Asura Arena, there’s still 

such a polite opponent! Not easy, oh, not easy! In order to express respect towards your esteemed self, 

this punch, I’ll call forth all my power!” 

How did the current Lu Licheng still have any hint of the composure from before? His gaze when looking 

at Ye Yuan was filled with apprehension. 

Because of the isolation of the array formation, the people on the grandstands completely did not know 

what happened in the arena. But he was perfectly aware. 

His move of his was launched aiming at Ye Yuan. Who knew that half-way, a massive force suddenly 

appeared, forcefully altering the trajectory of his attack, making a huge deviation occur between this 

move of his and the originally planned trajectory from there. 

Under this enormous force, he actually had no command over himself! 

“You … You … actually know Origin …” 

Lu Licheng’s words had yet to be said finish when Ye Yuan moved! 

A slow and average punch. It actually looked somewhat soft and lacking strength. 

The feeling that this punch gave the martial artists on the grandstand was that, regardless of who was 

on the field, they could easily avoid it, and even counter-kill Ye Yuan. 

But Lu Licheng felt completely different facing this punch! 

Facing this neither too slow nor too fast punch, he actually had nowhere to evade! 

This was the moment of life and death. Lu Licheng urged his essence energy to the limits, wanting to 

avoid this punch of Ye Yuan’s. 



However, right at this time, that strange force appeared once more. 

“NO!” 

Ye Yuan’s punch suddenly vanished before his eyes. That hoarse and exhausted shout suddenly stopped. 

Under everyone’s stares, Lu Licheng was pulverized into a scattered mess of flesh and blood by Ye Yuan 

with one punch, completely losing his human form. 

The next instance, Lu Licheng’s Absolute Kill Token slowly flew out. Slaughter Concept slowly flowed 

towards Ye Yuan’s body. 

The fourth star on Ye Yuan’s glabella became clearer and clearer, and it finally formed! 

Lu Licheng’s Slaughter Concept was a lot. Ye Yuan also absorbed his fill in one go. 

Apart from this, Ye Yuan also became aware that inside his Absolute Kill Token, 35 points appeared out 

of thin air. 

All of a sudden, he owned 40 slaughter points. 

Ye Yuan slowly opened his eyes and was rather surprised as he said, “Is this the Slaughter Supreme True 

Intent? Indeed impressive! No wonder this Asura Arena is so brutal, but so many geniuses flock to it like 

ducks!” 

On the grandstand, that elderly person and the youth earlier exchanged a glance, both incomparably 

astounded. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 880: Ignoring 

No need to have talent, no need to comprehend; as long as one triumphed over their opponents 

continuously, they could comprehend a supreme true intent. It was indeed too alluring. 

Even if one did not comprehend to the great circle of perfection realm, the power of a supreme true 

intent was also unparalleled. 

Breaking through to four-star soul general at this moment, Ye Yuan had an additional supreme true 

intent out of thin air just like this. 

Counting the previous two, Ye Yuan already possessed three supreme true intents at present! 

In this Asura Arena, it was probably a one of its kind. 

And the shock that Ye Yuan set off was still continuing. Everyone was all somewhat uncertain what it 

meant and totally did not understand what on earth happened. 

Currently, Zong Ta and Jiao Chong were also below the stage, the expressions on their faces wonderfully 

fascinating. 

Especially Jiao Chong, recalling those words said to Ye Yuan previously, he could not help sweating 

profusely. 
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He only came back to his senses at this time. Turns out that Ye Yuan was not joking previously. He was 

actually being serious! 

With Ye Yuan’s strength, if he really joined, who would be the boss if he did not become the boss? 

Zong Ta’s strength was neck-to-neck with Lu Licheng. The two people’s ranking was also very close. For 

Ye Yuan to be able to kill Lu Licheng so easily, he naturally had the strength to kill Zong Ta too. 

Thinking up to here, Jiao Chong could not help secretly rejoicing about Lu Licheng suddenly popping out 

at that time. 

If not for Lu Licheng, if he compelled Ye Yuan to join the team back then, his corpse would probably be 

strewn on the streets already. 

In the corner, the youth’s expression had indescribable solemnness as he said, “Old Zhu, saw it clearly?” 

Old Zhu slowly nodded, his gaze likewise unbelievably somber as he said with a nod, “Absolutely the 

Origin Magnetic Field, no mistake! Moreover, looking at it, the power of his Origin Magnetic Field is not 

small. Forget about you and me, even those freaks on the third level would likely suffer considerable 

hindrance too.” 

“Him possessing the Origin Magnetic Field is practically in an undefeatable position already! Unless 

one’s strength far surpasses his, one can only be led by him by the nose!” the youth said. 

“Not just that! Did you see clearly that move he killed Lu Licheng with? It looked like he relied entirely 

on the strength of the fleshy body, but at that instant of final eruption, it absolutely still contained an 

extremely powerful concept of fire! If I didn’t see wrongly, it should be the extremely hard to 

comprehend Scorching Supreme True Intent!” The more Old Zhu talked, the more alarmed he became 

inwardly. 

The youth suddenly could not help laughing in spite of himself as he said, “To think that you and I were 

still having designs on the Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill. Thinking about it now, it’s really a joke! 

Such an opponent, better to provoke less!” 

At this point, these two people were clearly incredibly wary of Ye Yuan already. 

No wonder Ye Yuan dared to take out the Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill without fear for anything. 

Turns out that he really had this strength! 

“Hey, is there still anyone coming up? This second level should also be consecutively winning 20 

matches to advance, right?” 

Ye Yuan’s indifferent voice sounded out in the fighting arena. But what replied him was silence. 

He said these words incomparably haughtily. But at this moment, not a single person felt that he was 

arrogant. Although he won very bizarrely, Ye Yuan’s strength left no room for doubt! 

Those martial artists glanced around, looking at each other. But who would dare to go up the stage at 

this time? 



Ye Yuan only killed a martial artist ranked ten plus at the second level. There were still over a dozen 

existences stronger than Lu Licheng in front. 

But at this instant, these ten over people all collectively lost their voices. 

“This points gamble fight is rather interesting. Is there still anyone continuing?” Ye Yuan looked at the 

audience and said again, “I believe that everyone also knows, I have a Heavenly Sea Spirit Brimstone Pill 

in my hands!” 

The current Ye Yuan was just like a bad uncle kidnapping kids. That appearance was detestable to the 

extreme. 

But under this sort of situation, no one dared to go up the stage to fight with him. 

What a joke? Points gamble fights could only be determined with life and death. Who dared to go up 

and seek death? 

Time slowly trickled by, looking as if Ye Yuan was going to get a wipeout once again soon. 

“I’ll challenge you!” 

Right then, a voice sounded out. A youngster dressed in black tight-fitting clothes went up to the fighting 

arena. 

Ye Yuan looked over and discovered that this youth’s face had unswerving determination, his 

momentum quite imposing. He was absolutely an expert. 

“Good. How many points do you have? I’ll bet all of it!” Ye Yuan said very interestedly. 

But that youth shook his head and said, “I’m not having a points gamble fight with you, just purely 

challenging you!” 

When the youth went up to the stage, below the stage was actually already whispering around in 

subdued voices. They were clearly very surprised by this black-clothed youth going up the stage. 

But the moment those words came out, everyone’s jaws hit the ground. 

“No way, right? The Leng Qing who has made a clean sweep of all obstacles in the second level actually 

capitulated! He doesn’t dare to have a points gamble fight with Ye Yuan!” 

“I truly didn’t expect that this Ye Yuan actually hauled Leng Qing out. He has already not taken action for 

very long. He’s the only expert in the second level to enter the Earth Carnage Proclamation’s first 150th 

place and has already been without any challenges and battles for a very long!” 

“The second level’s number one expert actually don’t dare to say to definitely win Ye Yuan either?” 

Turns out that this black-clothed youth was actually the second level’s number one expert, Leng Qing! 

Except, when Ye Yuan suggested a points gamble fight, Leng Qing actually backed off! 

Very clearly, Leng Qing did not have the confidence to win Ye Yuan at all. The reason why he went up 

the stage to challenge Ye Yuan was just that he encountered an opponent he was interested in. He 

wanted to come up and compare notes a bit; that was all! 



If a points gamble fight was carried out, then there was no leeway to maneuver. The two people must 

carry out a life and death great battle, all the way until one side dies. 

When Ye Yuan heard that, he said with a regretful look, “How boring to not gamble points. Then forget 

it, not fighting anymore today!” 

Finished talking, under everyone’s stunned gazes, Ye Yuan actually left the fighting arena directly. 

Ye Yuan already fought a match today and could totally not accept Leng Qing’s challenge. 

The second level’s rule was that a match must be fought every three days. After this match, Ye Yuan 

could await the battle arranged by the Asura Arena three days later. 

Leng Qing was the synonym for invincibility in the second level. There had never been anyone who 

dared to speak this way to him before! 

Everyone did not think that today, Leng Qing was actually ignored by someone! 

Yet, Leng Qing’s face did not have any look of unhappiness at all. He said coldly, “Fine. Three days later, 

we’ll fight again!” 

Ye Yuan was slightly stunned, then waved his hand and left. 

“Tan Si, who’s that kid, so arrogant? He can have a showdown with me if he wants to fight me? Isn’t the 

arrangement of the fights decided by the Asura Arena?” on the way back, Ye Yuan asked Tan Si. 

Tan Si could not help being speechless when he heard that. Talking about arrogant, was there anyone 

more arrogant than you today? 

“At every level, the people ranked in the top ten all have special privileges. Because their strength is 

sufficient to enter the next level. So whether they fought or not, it is already not important. And behind 

them, there are people backing them up. Although I don’t know who is supporting them, arranging one 

match, I think it shouldn’t be a problem. Also, that black-clothed youth is called Leng Qing. He’s the 

second level’s strongest person! Beating him, you’ll be the second level’s boss!” Tan Si said. 

But Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “What does the second level’s boss count as? Those 

guys in the third level are the Heaven Enlightenment Realm’s true geniuses! If my conjectures are right, 

there are probably quite a few people who comprehended two supreme true intents! Only by fighting 

with these true geniuses can one find some pleasure.” 


